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About This Game

PLANUM is a 2D raner in which you will operate an aircraft in the vicinity of the World. You have both allies and enemies. But
PLANUM would not be such an interesting game if not for the addition of a third kind of aircraft. "Nitral" aircraft are not,

neither enemies, nor allies. Unfortunately you can not know who you are going to score, and only thanks to your intuition you
can get the bonus you need. PLANUM is one of the most difficult games! You will have to work hard to get to the final design.

What is your reward at the end? Firstly, the game is endless. You can get as many points as your heart desires. And secondly, the
way passed is a reward!

Is waiting for you:
- Author's graphics

- Unusual GamePlay
- Form style

- Beautiful music
- Endless game
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THIS GAME IS SO BAD!!!!! Please don't waste your money on this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because it will be
the worst five dollars you have ever spent. Please, listen to my advice and spend that five dollars on a different game!!!. If
powerup levels make you wish you had a Konami code and circular bullets give you nightmares about Moai heads, this is
probably a good game for you.

Also includes an "easy mode" if you want a chance at beating it someday.. Would Have made an amazing game...if the devs
hadnt abandoned us all. I enjoyed Still Life, but Post Mortem is slow and clumsy. I quit out of boredom.. Bought this game for
the full price, yet I have no feckin idea what I'm doing due to not having played a fighting game before. Still of course a
beautiful game, thanks ZUN.
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Fun little game, I can see myself completing this one. It's one of thodse games that you can play with your mates and have a
laugh :D. Its a good little game. I enjoyed it while travelling. You can finish the whoe thing within couple of hours max.. The
Blue Flamingo
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on.

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.49 Or Less During Sale. It's kinda like a cross between Desktop Dungeons and other
Roguelikes. Enemies stay in place, and you can challenge them as you please, though obviously some you NEED to fight in
order to get to the next floor. Along the way, you'll earn gold and experience as you gain levels and kill enemies, and you can
loot bags/crates/chests for items and equipment along the way, and collect Stat Gems that permanently increase Stats. When it
comes to equipment, they come in 2 type: regular and artifact. Normally when you die in the dungeon, you'll lose ALL progress
you made on that run. However there's an item called the Escape Wings, which will not only return you to the town, but will let
you keep all experience and levels earned, along with all gold and Artifacts and Stat Gems collected. When you escape, all
regular items are lost/destroyed, while Artifacts are kept.

Whenever you gain a level, you get to choose 1 stat to permanently increase, and recieve 3 skill points to spend on the Skill
Tree. The Skill Tree for the most part are passives, like increased damage, defense, magic, mana, health, etc.. Though there are
Spell to get on the Skill Tree that are kept between dungeon runs. Spells like fireball and the like, though there's a few other
utility spells, like one that will turn a regular item into an Artifact.

There are 100 levels in the dungeon, and every 10 levels is a shop to sell your stuff. When you make it to a shop, you'll be able
to start your next run on the previous shop. So, if I made it to the shop on Dungeon Level 20, that means all future runs I have
the option of starting on Dungeon Level 10. There's are pluses to starting at the beginning or an earlier level, like having time to
collect money and items, which is useful if you're low on gold.

There's some other side stuff to do, like quests and secret areas that I won't go anymore into. My only real gripe is that you can't
rebind keys. It's just a personal preference, but I like to keep my fingers planted on the WASD area, so being able to put the
Inventory key on "F" instead of "I" would be a nice touch. You can also play the game using only the mouse, which works great,
though Keyboard works just as nicely.

I definitely recommend this game to anyone who wants a casual roguelike and/or RPG.. Short: Great challenge, simple but
effective graphics and sounds. But nothing "more" profound then that I feel

Long Review:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/VIxtKoN2WTM
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